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Introduction

This guide shows how to copy and sew
the left front and back of the overalls,
how to make rank insignia from
standard insignia, how to modify the
collar, and how to make the hat.
The illustration is ambiguous on some
points. I tried to come up with a design
that looks good yet is within reach of
someone with moderate sewing skills.
This procedure requires careful attention
to detail but should be within the
abilities of anyone who knows which
end of a sewing machine to hold.
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Options

The most striking feature of the RHN Enlisted uniform is the color
block on the left side. The color relates to the enlisted rating. Before
you acquire your materials, pick which RHN rating department you
want to make your uniform for. This will influence your materials
acquisition for cotton twill fabric, your name tag, and your rank
insignia.

There are two ways to make the leg pockets. You can either relocate
the seat pockets to the thighs, or with additional gray twill, make
cargo pockets. The second option is more involved and requires
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fairly closely matching the shade of grey. If you can buy material
from a cloth store, then bring your overalls with you to get a good
match for the cloth texture and color.
There are two ways to make the chest pockets. You can either
relocate the right pocket upwards and make a copy of the left one
from the department-color material, or remove the pockets and
make internal patch pockets with the zippers.
The collar can be made to accept your Fitbit or Apple watch. This is
not a necessary component of the costume, but approximates a
feature mentioned in Jayne and can add roleplay realism.
Velcro approximates the “seal” mentioned in Jayne and is easy to
attach to the front opening.

Tools

• Good sharp seam ripper
• Sharp fabric shears
• Tailors chalk
• Topstitching needles with larger eyes can help.
• X-Acto knife

Materials

• Red Kap zip-front cotton overall - Amazon. (There’s no guarantee
that every manufacturer will make the overalls exactly the same.
Features nice to have are angled chest zipper pockets and angled
front pockets.)
• 1” velcro gray or gray-green, 1”x4’ roll - eBay or your local cloth
shop. Don’t get one-wrap double-sided Velcro.
• Canvas twill fabric in department color, 7oz or 8 oz. 1 yard. eBay or
your local cloth shop.
• Name tag: eBay custom embroidered name tag 3” x 1”, black
background, department color border and name. Last name only.
All-caps. Sans-serif font. eBay has a zillion vendors. Search for
“custom embroidered name tag”.
• Rank Stripes: BuSup. 1, 2, or 3 rank stripes in the department
color. 1 or 2 ordinary stripes and 1, 2, or 3 rank chevrons in the
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department color. Get 1 stripe for every 2 chevrons. 1 stripe and 2
chevrons is the most economical.
• Thread: Black, Grey and your chosen department color. Polyester
all-purpose and thicker topstitching thread.

Disassembly

• Remove the seat pockets. The left one has a zipper, so take that
apart carefully. You can reuse them for the thigh pockets.
• Remove the chest pockets.
• Optionally, remove the waistband. If you choose not to remove it,
you can keep or remove the snap. If you want to put in a black
waistband, then you have to remove the snap. If you have snaps
and the tools you can put a snap in.
• Remove the the lapel facing. Since the inside snaps are on it, you
can just keep them.
• Remove the chest zipper.
• Mark the left sleeve where the top seam meets it and remove it.
• Open the seam around the left front: shoulder, collar, left, zipper.
Before you open the collar seam, mark it with pencil on the front
and back. The collar is made in a two-step process that requires it
to be removed completely anyway to create the rounded front
edge.
• Open the seam around the left half of the back of the collar.
• Optionally remove the right tool pockets.
• Remove the Red Kap label. If you are doing this for multiple
members you should mark the size in chalk on the right inside of
the coveralls or pin the tag to the coveralls.

Left Chest

According to Jayne’s, “The garments are color coded by department,
with the colored panels on the top two thirds of the left side chest,
over the shoulder, and down one third of the back.”
On the front this is plenty of color-coded area. On the back,
however, because of the angle of the shoulder, 1/3 down looks like
less than 1/3 down. 1/3 of a nominal 18” would be 6” and leave 12”
of gray. However, 11” above the top waist seam looks better.
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NOTE: I made a minor error with this uniform. The Jayne’s
illustration shows a grey lapel, with the left chest the department
color. I neglected that detail. It adds complexity but will be more
authentic if you make one more cut just 3/8” the left of the lapel
sewing line, and in the new piece, add 3/4” to that edge. The lapel
will not need to be taken apart as much.
• Cut the front chest off 1/3 of the way up from the belt line to the
shoulder + 3/8”. At the lapel, draw a line 3/8” to the left.
• Twill has two sides, one with an angled pattern and one without.
Line up the angled weave pattern of the gray with the same
weave pattern of the colored twill. The shape of this piece makes
it obvious which way it goes together, though it may help to mark
the inside with a chalk X.
• Carefully cut a copy of the left front, adding 3/4” at the bottom:
3/8 for the grey panel’s seam allowance and 3/8” for the yellow
panel’s seam allowance. There’s a small cut at the end of that
curve: duplicate it.
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• Sew the lapel panel with the snaps in place. First do the long
vertical seam. Pay attention to the strange kink that fold has in the
original gray: try to duplicate that. Use thread that matches the
color cloth for that side of the machine.
• Let the fold be your sewing guide. Then fold over the top right up
to that little notch and top-stitch that edge.
• Fold the panel down at that first seam, pin it all the way around,

and top-stitch it into place. Use yellow thread on the yellow side.
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• Lay out the overalls on the table, and the colored chest where it
will go, Flip the chest down and make the edges of the cloth
match outsides together. Open up that fold where the funny angle
was. Match up the edges, pin the seam, and sew the new left
front into place. It’s important to get an accurate 3/8” sewing
margin here.
• Run a zigzag edge stitch along the sewn seam, then sew it down
against the gray cloth.

Left Back

• Mark the middle of the back from the collar to the waistband. This
will become a sewing line.
• Cut off the top left corner of the back, 3/8” to the left of the
middle and 2/3 of the way up from the belt line (~11”) + 3/8”.
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There’s a notch at the collar that marks the middle. You don’t want
to cut on that, but leave a seam line.
• Open the Action Back seam. That will let you make a more
accurate copy.
• From the colored twill, make a copy of the left back. You must add
more seam allowance than you might think.
• Again, twill has two sides, one with an angled pattern and one
without. Line up the angled weave pattern of the gray with the
same weave pattern of the colored material.
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• Add 3/8 at the bottom for the seam allowance.
• Add 3/8 at the middle for the seam allowance.
• Add enough in the width to duplicate that Action Back seam that
runs diagonally through the piece.
• The top of the back has some angles in it to help form the Action
Back. Don’t straighten them out when you cut that edge. Express
them accurately.
• Sew the new left back into place. You’ll have to open the Action
Back pleat an inch or two on the gray. Then fold the seam back
and top-stitch it down onto the gray.
• Pin and sew the Action Back pleat from the old one to the edge of
the top.
• Pin the left shoulder. Take heed of the Action Back fold. Pin the
edge of the collar at the slight corner and the edge of the
shoulder. There will be an obvious place for the Action Back fold
and pleat to go. Sew it up and zig-zag the edge.
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Waistband

• Open the seams of the gray waistband. You don’t have to undo
the snap. It only complicates things a little to keep it during this
part,
• Don’t cut the inner white waistband.
• Lay the pants on your table. Measure across from the right pocket
edge to the left pocket edge. Mark the halfway point. Measure the
waistband 2–2.5” to each side of that point and cut an inch or two
further out from there. Now unencumbered by the waistband,
adjust the widths of the two short gray pieces so they match.
• Lay the cut-off pieces of gray waistband end-to-end. Using black
cloth of the same weight, make a replacement waistband 2 1/2”
wide, adding 3/4” to the length. Fold over and press the 3/8” seam
allowance on both edges. Or don’t.
• Pin the waistband into place on the pants and sew up that seam. I
suggest black thread for the top stitch, and sew only the black
part of the waistband. Sew the gray parts with gray thread later.

• Keeping the waistband 1 3/4” wide, pin the waistband into place
on the top and sew up that seam.
• The last two stitches of the waistband done from the inside, so
aligning those seams with the existing ones is important.
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• Pin the elastic to the waistband on the inside in two places. One
end of each piece of elastic matches up with the seam where the
front meets the back. The other end goes wherever the stretched
elastic ends up, so pin it there.
• Optionally, you can replace the two small pieces with one longer
piece of elastic. On the 38-RG size overalls, the side seams are just
over 18” apart with the action back seams just 4” away. So I used
one 14” length of elastic.
• Pin the white inner waistband on top of the elastic to nicely cover
it.
• Sew up the inner two seams on the waistband with black thread.
As you go over elastic, keep the waistband stretched out.
• Put gray thread in your machine and tidy up the gray ends of the
waistband.

Front Closure

Sew grey velcro into the left and right front parts to replace the
zipper. The velcro should go all the way up the front closure to the
collar. Leave gaps for the snaps. That’s easier than removing the
snaps and the snaps offer good alignment. The top snap is offers to
the right, so attach the velcro to the left of it, in a straight line up.

Rank Insignia

Jaynes states that “Even with rapid promotions, there are few senior
petty officers and fewer chief petty officers in the People’s Navy.
Many positions that would normally be filled by a petty officer are
filled by a commissioned officer instead.” Thus the author chose to
portray only a PO2.
The stripes for RHN Spacers 3rd, 2nd, and 1st Class are identical to
those of the RMN. The stripes for RHN Petty Officers 3rd, 2nd, and
1st class resemble stacked letters Lambda.
The quickest, most cost-effective way to create the Havenite rank
insignia is to hack them together out of insignia easily obtainable
from BuSup. Two chevrons and one stripe can be made into a PO3:
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With an X-Acto knife, cut an indentation into the peak of the
chevron just wide enough to accept a cut-off stripe. Cut the stripe
to the right length. Sew these to the back-section.
Continue the process of carefully cutting the rank insignia and
sewing them to the back-section. When that’s done, outline a
rectangle around the insignia and fold that down for a seam
allowance.

Left Sleeve

• Open the underarm seam of the left sleeve. This will make the
next steps easier.
• Remove the pen pocket from the left sleeve. Reattach it further
down, on the front. Jayne’s says “stylus holding loops in the cuffs,”
but they are not illustrated.
• Attach the ratings insignia patch.
• Sew up the underarm seam.
• Sew the front and back together from the waistband to the arm
opening.
• Sew the sleeve onto the arm opening. Turn the overalls inside-out
and the sleeve inside-in. Pin the sleeve starting at the shoulder
seam work your way down. The bottom ends don’t match up
nicely.

Collar

Convert the collar into a “Mandarin” collar with rounded corners.
• The collar will end up about 1 1/2” tall.
• Mark that on the ends and 1 1/2” from the ends. Use a compass or
a jar lid or a French curve to mark a round collar corner.
• Pin up and sew that edge inside-out.
• Cut the corner off and cut slots into the sewing margin.
• Turn the collar outside-out and pin its edge along the same fold as
it was before.
• Mark the collar 1” up from the bottom fold; cut it off there.
Optional: For proper RP, if you have a tracking app in your watch or
phone, turn that on and keep it in your pocket. Let your senior
officer connect and track you.
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Chest Pockets and Name Tag
Jayne’s describes and illustrates the name tags:
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Getting this exact font and italics is not easy, but eBay has plenty of
vendors who will make a simple name tag in the right colors.
There are two ways to make the pockets.
Option 1. Simple.
The chest pockets on the Red Kap overalls are patch pockets.
• Take the left one apart and duplicate it in your uniform’s rating
color. Sew the zipper back into place.
• Sew the name tag on parallel to the zipper. You can use velcro if
you want.
• Sew the pockets back on higher up. Do the left one first: align the
pocket with the bottom edge of the left panel with its 3/8” team
allowance. Now sew up that seam.
• Then do the right one: fold the bottom edge under by 3/8” and
top-stitch it into place so it is even with the left one.
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Option 2. Internal Patch Pockets.
This is a more advanced method. Instead of folding over the lining
as she does you stitch a second layer of lining over the first to form
the bag. This can be stitched to the chest front to create the look of
the pockets.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2c1l4fGABw

Leg Pockets

• Remove the pockets from the seat and sew them back in place at
the outside of the thighs. (See Working Uniform Tutorial II,
Lupindo, 2020)
• Open the inside legs of the trousers. This will make it a lot easier
to sew on the pockets.
• Sew the pockets on about 16” below the waistband.
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